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Prism Reading and Writing Skills Intro Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4
Student's Book with Online Workbook 978-1-316-62418-0 978-1-316-62427-2 978-1-316-62431-9 978-1-316-62445-6 978-1-316-62474-6
Teacher’s Manual 978-1-316-62497-5 978-1-316-62508-8 978-1-316-62513-2 978-1-316-62519-4 978-1-316-62544-6

Prism Listening and Speaking Skills
Student's Book with Online Workbook 978-1-316-62088-5 978-1-316-62094-6 978-1-316-62097-7 978-1-316-62099-1 978-1-316-62101-1
Teacher’s Manual 978-1-316-62505-7 978-1-316-62511-8 978-1-316-62516-3 978-1-316-62540-8 978-1-316-62546-0
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Prism
A five-level paired skills EAP course

Kate Adams, Wendy Asplin, Lida Baker,  
Angela Blackwell, Robyn Brinks Lockwood, 
Stephanie Dimond-Bayir, Nancy Jordan,  
Alan S. Kennedy, Lewis Lansford, Michele Lewis, 
Richard O’Neill, Sabina Ostrowska, Susan Peterson, 
Kimberly Russell, Chris Sowton, Carolyn Westbrook, 
N.M. White and Jessica Williams

ELEMENTARY TO ADVANCED

Today’s students need to develop a range of 
academic skills. They need to learn how to take 
notes, analyze and synthesize information, 
formulate their own opinions, and express 
themselves clearly. Prism takes a fresh approach 
to EAP by focusing strongly on Critical Thinking, 
practical skills for academic life, and the language 
students really need.

High-quality, engaging video lessons

• The videos in every unit introduce a range 
of academic topics, promote discussion and 
motivate students.

• The carefully constructed video lessons provide 
students with the opportunity to develop skills in 
prediction, comprehension and discussion.

The most important words

• The vocabulary syllabus is informed by the 
General Service List, the Academic Word List and 
the Cambridge English Corpus.

Critical Thinking

Students develop this important skill 
set throughout every unit and at 
every level, ensuring they internalize 
all the thinking skills within Bloom’s 
taxonomy.

• This corpus-based approach ensures that you 
spend time teaching the words your students will 
need in their academic studies.

• All vocabulary is presented and practiced 
contextually.

Comprehensive and relevant Critical Thinking 
syllabus

• Every level of the course integrates the full 
pyramid of Bloom’s taxonomy, laying a strong 
foundation for critical thinking as students take 
their next steps towards academic success.

• Thinking skills are presented and practiced in a 
dedicated section in every unit in the context of 
academic assignments, preparing students for 
the challenges of college and university.

Practical skills for life on campus

• The ‘On Campus’ section in every unit supports 
the development of a range of important skills to 
build your students’ confidence and enable them 
to succeed at university.

• These unique lessons cover presentation, study, 
communication and life skills.

Extended learning and teacher support 
online

• Online workbooks offer new content enabling 
students to apply the skills and language they 
have learned to new contexts, including a 
full-length reading or listening text in every unit.

• The online workbooks are simple to navigate and 
are clearly connected to the Student’s Book, so 
students can access them independently.

• The Learning Management System provides 
easy access to teacher’s resources, including 
Presentation Plus.

Prism Listening and Speaking Skills Student’s Book 4

Prism helps you create  Better   Learning  experiences  
cambridge.org/prism

More critical thinking. 
More college skills.  
A fresh approach to EAP.
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Making Connections 
Skills and Strategies for Academic Reading
Second edition

Kenneth J. Pakenham, Jessica Williams, 
Jo McEntire, David Wiese and Pamela Vittorio

HIGH BEGINNER TO ADVANCED

Making Connections prepares students for the 
challenges of reading college textbooks through 
systematic practice of reading and vocabulary skills.

Extensive Skill Building

• Each unit teaches students how to read and how 
to learn new words. The reading and vocabulary 
strategies that students develop are then applied 
during the readings. This direct application of 
skills helps students learn exactly how and when 
to use each strategy.

Intensive Vocabulary Building

• Students learn key academic words, including 
words from the Academic Word List, in every 
unit. Each unit further extends students’ 
knowledge through exploration of synonyms, 
word families, and placement of words into their 
correct context.

Improving Reading Speed

• Every book contains tips for reading more quickly. 
Students chart their speed in a special section 
that allows them to see their own progress. This 
emphasis on reading speed helps boost fluency 
and prepares students for the extensive reading 
they will encounter in universities.

 NEW  Integrated Digital Learning

• Student’s Books include Online Audio.

cambridge.org/makingconnections
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Read This! 
Fascinating Stories from the Content Areas

Daphne Mackey and Alice Savage

HIGH BEGINNER TO HIGH INTERMEDIATE

Read This! is the only series that presents the 
most interesting stories from academic disciplines 
as a way to teach academic skills and vocabulary.

• Thematic units mix content from different 
academic areas and promote interdisciplinary 
study.

• Students learn both useful content-related 
vocabulary and words from the Academic Word 
List.

• Reading skills exercises that use graphic 
organizers provide greater insight into the texts.

• WebQuests and MP3 files are available online.

cambridge.org/readthis

Intro
NEW Student’s Book with Integrated Digital Learning 978-1-108-65143-1 
Teacher’s Manual 978-1-107-51609-0
Level 1
NEW Student’s Book with Integrated Digital Learning 978-1-108-58368-8
Teacher’s Manual 978-1-107-61023-1
Level 2
NEW Student’s Book with Integrated Digital Learning 978-1-108-65782-2
Teacher’s Manual 978-1-107-65062-6
Level 3
NEW Student’s Book with Integrated Digital Learning 978-1-108-66226-0
Teacher’s Manual 978-1-107-65054-1
Level 4
NEW Student’s Book with Integrated Digital Learning 978-1-108-57023-7 
Teacher’s Manual 978-1-107-51616-8

A free online edition of the Teacher’s Manual is available at  
cambridge.org/makingconnections

An Introduction
Student’s Book 978-1-107-63802-0
Level 1
Student’s Book 978-1-107-65222-4
Level 2
Student’s Book 978-1-107-62214-2
All Levels
Teacher’s Manual (Online) cambridge.org/discoveringfiction

Book with answers 978-1-107-59166-0

Intro level
Student’s Book 978-1-107-63071-0
Teacher’s Manual with Audio CD 978-1-107-64923-1
Level 1
Student’s Book 978-0-521-74786-8
Teacher’s Manual with Audio CD 978-0-521-74788-2
Level 2
Student’s Book 978-0-521-74789-9
Teacher’s Manual with Audio CD 978-0-521-74791-2
Level 3
Student’s Book 978-0-521-74793-6
Teacher’s Manual with Audio CD 978-0-521-74794-3

“Really good book for self-
study. Clear explanations and 
examples. Not only vocabulary, 
also collocations, phrasal verbs 
and common expressions.”
Keira, Amazon customer
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Academic Vocabulary in Use 
Second edition

Michael McCarthy and Felicity O’Dell

INTERMEDIATE TO UPPER INTERMEDIATE

Academic Vocabulary in Use Second edition is the 
perfect study aid for anyone using English for their 
academic work. Ideal for students of any discipline, 
from engineers and social scientists to business 
students and lawyers, it covers all the key vocabulary 
found in academic textbooks, articles, lectures and 
seminars. The book is also useful for those preparing 
for IELTS and university entrance examinations. The 
Second edition has been updated to reflect changes 
in education, technology and communications, 
includes a selection of new reading passages, and is 
now in full colour.

• 50 easy-to-use, two-page units with clear 
explanations of new vocabulary on the left page, 
and a variety of practice exercises on the right.

• The most useful and frequently-used academic 
vocabulary, based on the Cambridge English 
Corpus and established academic word lists.
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Discovering Fiction 
A Reader of North American Short Stories
Second edition

Judith Kay and Rosemary Gelshenen

LOW INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED

Discovering Fiction equips students to read and 
understand authentic short stories. As students 
develop the reading, vocabulary, and critical thinking 
skills they need, they progress from adapted to 
authentic literature.

Thought-provoking discussion and writing assignments 
enhance students’ ability to interpret and appreciate 
literature. Engaging WebQuests send students to 
authentic websites, building their confidence, fluency, 
and ability to read across different media.

cambridge.org/discoveringfiction




